. VA-MVSNet performs an efficient and effective coarse-to-fine multi-view stereo with self-adaptive view aggregation to generate an accurate depth map. In addition, PVA-MVSNet, which uses pyramid images as input, aggregates multi-scale depth maps with multimetric constraints to enhance the point cloud reconstruction with high accuracy and completeness.
Introduction
Reconstructing 3D geometry from photographs is a classic Computer Vision problem for decades. One of the main approach is Multi-view Stereo (MVS), aiming at recovering dense 3D representation of scenes using stereo correspondences as the main cue given more than two calibrated images [25, 21, 28, 31] . Traditional methods utilize handcrafted similarity metrics (e.g. NCC) and engineered normalization (e.g. normalized cross correlation) to propagate points and optimize related geometry. Although they have achieved great success on MVS benchmarks [1, 20, 27] , many of them still have limitations to handle matching ambiguity especially on the non-Lambertian and textureless surfaces. Recently, the deep neural network has made tremendous progress in multi-view stereo [15, 40, 41, 16] . These methods learn the knowledge from training data which can guide the model to infer the information hard obtained by stereo correspondences in order to handle matching ambiguity. However, they do not learn and utilize the following important information.
Firstly, the one-stage end-to-end deep MVS architectures [40, 41, 16 ] that directly learn from images all follow the philosophy that all view images contribute equally to the matching cost volume [10] . For instances, MVS-Net [40] and R-MVSNet [41] both apply the mean variance operation on multiple cost volume, and DPSNet [16] selects mean average operation. However, images from different views lead to heterogeneous image capture characteristics due to different illumination, camera geometric parameters, scene content variability etc. Based on this observation, we propose a self-adaptive view aggregation module to consider the different significance in multiple matching volumes among images from different views. Our module benefits from the aggregated features by a self-adaptive fusion, where better element-wise matched regions will be enhanced while the mismatched regions will be suppressed.
Secondly, multi-scale information is not leveraged well to measure similarity for texture-less surfaces or regions with repeated patterns. For example, Yao et al. [40, 41] extract the feature of the last layer to generate 3D cost volumes which loss different scale information for further process. In the case of multi-view stereo, a cost volume is a more discriminative representation of the depth than raw images or features [5, 32, 14] . Based on this intuition, we design two novel ways to incorporate multi-scale information. One is to estimate depth maps in a coarse-to-fine manner by utilizing multi-level pyramid feature matching volumes, where a downsampled feature volume has a larger receptive field and alleviates the local ambiguities in texture-less areas. The other is to aggregate multi-scale pyramid depth maps by multi-metric constraints. In particular, to correct the mismatched regions at the finer depth map, we propose to progressively aggregate the reliable depth at the coarser level which satisfies our multi-metric constraints to refine the finer depth map.
To this end, we propose a novel efficient and effective pyramid multi-view stereo network with self-adaptive view aggregation, denoted as PVA-MVSNet. Our method constructs multi-scale pyramid images and process them parallelly in VA-MVSNet to produce pyramid depth maps. Contrast to previous methods only warping the last layer feature maps to generate 3D cost volumes, VA-MVSNet warps different scale feature maps with differentiable homography to generate 3D feature volumes with coarse-to-fine depth numbers. To regularize information from different views, we propose two self-adaptive element-wise view aggregation modules to regularize multi-view 3D feature volumes into one in an order-independent manner. By a coarse-to-fine depth regression, 3D cost volumes of different scales are utilized to estimate a depth map in a coarse-to-fine manner. After achieving pyramid depth maps through VA-MVSNet, our proposed multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation corrects the mismatched regions at finer depth maps using the reliable depths at coarser depth maps where the reliabilities are measured by our multi-metric constraints, namely confidence filter, photometric and geometric consistency.
Our main contributions are listed below:
• We propose self-adaptive view aggregation to incor-porate the element-wise variances among images from different views, guiding the multiple cost volumes to aggregate a normalized one.
• We design and investigate two ways of incorporating multi-scale information, namely coarse-to-fine depth regression in VA-MVSNet and multi-metric pyramid depth maps aggregation in PVA-MVSNet.
• Our method establishes a new state-of-the-art on DTU [1] and ranks 1 st in all published deep-learning based methods on Tanks and Temples [20] .
Related Work
Traditional MVS Reconstruction: Traditional MVS reconstruction algorithms can be divided into four types: voxel based [29, 35] , surface based [12, 4] , patch based [9, 7] and depth map based methods [7, 2, 33, 8, 42, 26] . Among those methods, the depth map based MVS reconstruction approaches are more concise and flexible. Recently, many advanced MVS algorithms estimate high quality depth maps by view selection, local propagation and multi-scale aggregation strategies. These works effectively increase the accuracy of depth map estimation, and achieves competitive point clouds by depth fusions. Zheng et al. [42] propose a depth map estimation method by solving a probabilistic graphical model. Schnberger et al. [26] present a new MVS system named COLMAP which jointly estimates pixel-wise view selection, depth map and surface normal, so that photometric and geometric priors are used to better depict the probability of their graphical model. However, they both have difficulty handling the texture-less regions where photometric consistency is unreliable. Considering this, Xu et al. [37] propose a multi-scale MVS framework with adaptive checkerboard propagation and multihypothesis joint view selection to improve the performance. However, this method is highly resource-consuming and difficult to be fully paralleled.
Learning Based Stereo Matching: Recently, the convolutional neural network (CNN) has made tremendous progress in many vision tasks [18, 5, 39, 24, 30] , including several attempts on multi-view stereo. Patch-Match learning-based methods [15, 6, 17] pre-warp the image to generate plane-sweep volumes as the input to their networks, which is memory-consuming and can not be trained end-to-end. Two promising approaches, MVSNet [40] and DPSNet [16] both propose the differential homography warping, which implicitly encodes multi-view camera geometries into the network to build the 3D cost volumes and enables an end-to-end training fashion. Furthermore, R-MVSNet [41] replaces 3D-CNN in MVSNet [41] by the recurrent gated recurrent unit (GRU) to reduce memory consumption with a comparable performance on 3D re- Figure 2 . Overview of PVA-MVSNet. We firstly input multi-scale pyramid images to VA-MVSNet parallelly to generate corresponding pyramid depth maps. Then we progressively refine the depth map using upsampling and aggregation to replace the error depths with more reliable depths from a coarser level. Finally, we reconstruct the point cloud by filter and fusion on the depth maps of the image set.
construction during the inference phase, while it still requires the same memory in training phase. Conceptually, Yao et al. [40, 41] extract the feature of the last layer to generate 3D cost volumes, which losses different scale information for further process. In addition, those methods follow the philosophy that the feature volumes from different view images contribute equally, neglecting heterogeneous image capturing characteristics due to different illumination, camera geometric parameters and scene content variability. PointMVSNet [3] is a two-stage coarse-to-fine method, which first generates a coarse depth map by the lower-resolution version MVSNet [40] and iteratively refines the depth error in the point cloud format.
Based on the analysis of aforementioned methods, we propose a self-adaptive view aggregation module to incorporate the different significance in multiple feature volumes among images from different views, where better element-wise matched features can be enhanced while the mismatched errors can be suppressed. Furthermore, it is challenging to measure similarity for texture-less and non-Lambertian surfaces. Based on the fact that downsampled features are more discriminative regardless the texture information in photometric and geometric information, we explore two approaches to integrating multi-scale information, namely a coarse-to-fine depth regression and a multimetric pyramid depth aggregation cast in pyramid images.
Method
We first describe the overall architecture of PVA-MVSNet in Sec. 3.1. Then, we introduce the details of VA-MVSNet in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3. Finally, we present the multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation in Sec. 3.4.
Overall
Given a reference image I i=0 and I i=1,··· ,N −1 neighboring images and corresponding calibrated camera parameters Q i=0 and Q i=1,··· ,N −1 , where N represents the number of multi-view images, our goal is to estimate the depth map for each reference image. Afterwards, we filter and fuse all the estimated depth maps to reconstruct a 3D point cloud.
For depth estimation of a reference image, our main architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We construct an image pyramid with K multiple scales for all images with a downsampling scale factor η. We denote k pyramid images and corresponding camera parameters as I k i=0,··· ,N −1 and Q k i=0,··· ,N −1 respectively, where k = 0, · · · , K − 1. The scale k = 0 of the pyramid is the original image. We process each level images in the pyramid by VA-MVSNet to obtain depth maps of different scales in parallel. Then we progressively propagate the reliable depths from images with the lower resolution to correct the mismatched errors of images with the original resolution by replacements which satisfy multi-metric constraints, namely confidence filter, photometric and geometry consistency. Finally, we obtain the refined depth map of the raw image. We term our whole method PVA-MVSNet.
Self-adaptive View Aggregation
In VA-MVSNet (shown in Fig. 3 ), we first utilize a 2D convolutional network to extract multi-scale features F l i N −1 i=0 at different layer l from the N input images. For efficient computation, the first level l = l 0 feature is downsampled by four to the original image size with 32 channels, following the downsampling scale factor η = 1/2 and {32, 64, 64} channels of the corresponding layers l = {1, 2, 3}.
Then each level of different view features will be warped to the reference camera frustum by the differential homog- raphy [40, 16] with sampling D l i layers to build 3D planesweep feature volumes V l i . To handle arbitrary N -view images input and the variances among images from different sources, we propose self-adaptive view aggregation to
height, depth sample number and channel number of the l-level input 3D feature volume from image i respectively, the feature volume size can be represented as S l i = W l i · H l i · D l i · C l i , the cost volume C l i aggregation can be defined as a function: M : R S × · · · × R S N → R S . In previous work [40, 41, 16] , this is a constant function where all views contribute equally, which is not robust for misleading imageregistration from the Structure-from-Motion (SfM). Most traditional MVS methods [26, 38] define this function in a heuristic way considering different view variances to aggregate pixel-wise costs among all images. Thus, we propose to employ self-adaptive cost aggregation as this function to flexibly represent potentially different view variance, which can be learned from training data. To achieve this goal, we develop and investigate two self-adaptive view aggregation modules in Fig. 4 , which shows how the self-adaptive view selection incorporates the variance between different views. We introduce the attention mechanism [34, 36] for guiding the network to select important matching information in different views. In the point-wise view selection, similar as ACMM [38] , we consider that each pixel in the height and width dimension of 3D cost volume has different saliency but is consistent in the depth dimension. The voxel-wise view selection module is a 3D attention-guided mechanism to guide each voxel in 3D feature volumes to learn its own weight.
Pixel-wise View Aggregation. The pixel-wise view aggregation introduces a selective weighted attention map in the height and width dimension which considers the depth number hypothesis sharing the common focusing weight. Given multi-view feature volumes V i where i = 0, · · · , N − 1, our regularized cost volumes are aggregated as c d,h,w :
where w h,w represents a 2D weighted attention map to encode the various pixel-wise saliency among images from different sources and the reference image, and represents element-wise multiply operation.
To generate a 2D weighted attention map, we design a weightnet which consists of several 2D convolutional filters and a ResNet block [11] with the squeezing 2D features from V i as input to learn the w h,w :
where both max pooling and avg pooling are used to extract the highest and mean average cost matching information in the depth dimension, and CONCAT(·) denotes the concatenation operation.
Voxel-wise View Aggregation. The voxel-wise view aggregation module considers that each pixel with different depth layer hypothesis d is treated differently, where each voxel in 3D feature volume learns its own importance. Based on this, we design a weightnet-3d to directly learn 
Coarse-to-fine Depth Estimator
We design a depth estimator by leveraging normalized cost volumes on different levels from self-adaptive view aggregation to regress the depth map in a coarse-to-fine manner in Fig. 3 . CNNs are good at extracting high level information by interpolating several convolutional layers with different strides and pooling layers, i.e. higher level features aggregate more semantic information but lack local-wise image details which are beneficial for pixel matching on the texture-less regions. While cost volumes are discriminative to measure the matching similarity between pixels in different images [14] , constructing a full cost volume is computationally expensive. Therefore, our network constructs multiple "coarse-to-fine" cost volumes by using an increasing plane-sweep [15] depth number D l = 192/(l + 1) from level l = L − 1 to l 0 , where L = 4. Inspired by recent learning-based stereo matching methods [32] , we apply a encoder-decoder 3D CNN for refining the above cost volumes C l to generate different scale probability volumes P l with a softmax operation along the depth dimension on a 1 channel output volume through a 1 × 1 convolutional filter.
To produce a continuous depth estimation, we use soft argmin operation [13] on the last output probability feature map to estimate the depth E l :
where P(d l ) denotes the estimation probability of all pixels at level l for the depth hypothesis d. The output depth map at level l is of the same size as the 2D image feature map at level l. Following MVSNet [40] , the probability map is calculated by the sum over the nearest four hypotheses in the 3D probability volume to measure the estimation quality.
Training Loss We use the sum of multi-scale training losses where each scale loss is the same mean absolute error as MVSNet [40] , defined as L:
where x valid denotes the set of valid pixels in the ground truth map, d l (x) andd l (x) represent the estimated depth map and the ground truth at the level l respectively, while λ l is used to balance the multi-scale depth estimation.
Multi-metric Pyramid Depth Map Aggregation
So far, our proposed network VA-MVSNet in the previous section generates good-enough depth maps for the point cloud reconstruction. We further explore to use reliable depth estimations in a lower-resolution depth map to replace mismatched errors in a higher-resolution depth map with the multi-metric pyramid depth map aggregation.
In a higher-resolution fine estimated depth map, there are still some inaccurate depths with low confidences especially on the texture-less regions, due to the matching ambiguity. Note that the same convolutional filter generally extracts less local-wise, but more global information due to a larger receptive field from a downsampled image in comparison to the original image. An intuitive idea comes out that, we input a image pyramid into VA-MVSNet to generate multiscale depth maps in parallel, then progressively replace the ambiguous depth estimations at the higher scale by reliable depths at the lower scale. Unlike ACMM [38] , we consider multi-metric constraints, specifically, depth confidence, geometric consistency and photometric consistency to guide Method Mean Distance (mm) Acc. Comp. overall Camp [2] 0.835 0.554 0.695 Furu [7] 0.613 0.941 0.777 Tola [33] 0.342 1.190 0.766 Gipuma [8] 0.283 0.873 0.578 Colmap [26] 0.400 0.664 0.532 SurfaceNet [17] 0.450 1.040 0.745 MVSNet [40] 0.396 0.527 0.462 R-MVSNet [41] 0.385 0.459 0.422 PointMVSNet [3] 0.361 0.421 0.391 PointMVSNet-HiRes [3] reliability and consistency checking. As a result we optimize both depth and probability maps as shown Fig. 5 .
Considering a pyramid depth map D k=0,··· ,K−1 and a corresponding probability map P k=0,··· ,K−1 from VA-MVSNet, we expect to iteratively replace unreliable depth values with low confidence P k (p) < 0.5 at the scale k by reliable depths P k+1 (p) > 0.9 at the downsampling scale k + 1, where P k (p) denotes the confidence of pixel p in the probability map P k . Furthermore, in the lower scale k + 1 depth maps, we utilize both the photometric consistency and geometric consistency to select well-estimated depths, where the photometric consistency measures the matching quality and the geometric consistency measures the depth consistency among multiple views.
Given a pixel p in I i , we project p to the corresponding pixel p proj in the neighbor image I i through D i (p) and camera parameters. In turn, we reproject p proj to the reference image as p reproj with d reproj .The photometric and geometric consistency are followed respectively:
where we consider the pixel which satisfies the multi-metric constraints in at least three neighbor views is reliable. In this way, we progressively select the reliable depths at a lower scale k + 1 to replace the mismatched depths at k scale. It leads to a final refinement on the original depth map D k=0 .
Experiments

Implementation Details
Training We train VA-MVSNet on the DTU dataset [1] , which consists of 124 different indoor scenes scanned by fixed camera trajectories in 7 different lighting conditions. 
PVA-MVSNet
Ground Truth Figure 6 . Our qualitative results and the ground truth point clouds of Scan 10 and Scan 15 in the benchmark DTU [1] .
Following the common practices [15, 17, 40, 41, 3] , we split the dataset into training, validation and evaluation datasets which are non-overlapping. We train our network on the training dataset and evaluate on the evaluation dataset. For data preprocessing, we use the same ground truth rendered depth maps as in MVSNet [40] . During training, the input image size is set to W × H = 640 × 512 and the number of input images N = 3. The depth hypotheses are sampled from 425mm to 935mm with depth plane number D = 192 in an inverse manner. We implement our network on PyTorch [23] and the network is trained end-to-end for 16 epochs using Adam [19] with an initial learning rate 0.001 which is decayed by 0.9 every epoch. The λ 0,1,2,3 in the multi-scale training loss is {0.32, 0.16, 0.04, 0.01}. Batch size is set to 4 on 4 NVIDIA TITANX graphics cards.
Evaluation For testing, we use image view number N = 5 and D = 192 for depth plane hypothesis in an inverse depth setting. We evaluate VA-MVSNet and PVA-MVSNet with an original input image resolution: 1600 × 1184, the pyramid layer K and the downsampling factor η in PVA-MVSNet are set to 3 and 1/2 respectively. For Tanks and Temples dataset, the camera parameters are computed by OpenMVG [22] following MVSNet [40] and the input image resolution is set to 1920 × 1056.
Filtering and Fusion
We fuse all the depth maps into a complete point cloud similar to other depth map based MVS methods [8, 40] . In our experiments, we only consider the reliable depth values with confidence larger than 0.9. We utilize the aforementioned photometric consistency and geometric consistency to select those pixels occurring in more than three neighbor views. Finally, the depths are projected to 3D space and fused to produce a 3D point cloud. 
Benchmarks Results
DTU Dataset
We evaluate our proposed method on the DTU [1] evaluation set. Quantitative results are shown in Tab. 1. The accuracy and completeness are calculated using the official matlab script provided by the DTU [1] dataset.
To evaluate the overall reconstruction quality, the overall score is mentioned in [40, 1] calculated by the average of the accuracy and completeness. While Gipuma [8] performs the best regarding to accuracy, our PVA-MVSNet and VA-MVSNet establish a new state-of-the-art both in completeness and overall quality with a significant margin compared with all previous methods [33, 40, 41, 3] . Qualitative results can be found in Fig. 6 . In comparison to the ground truth point cloud obtained by scanners, our method generates denser and more complete point clouds especially for the texture-less surfaces. We also compare our depth maps with MVSNet [40] and R-MVSNet [41] in Fig. 7 . VA-MVSNet predicts more accurate and complete depth map than other methods especially on the texture-less regions. Moreover, the depth estimation can be further improved by utilizing multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation in PVA-MVSNet.
Tanks and Temples Benchmark DTU dataset is taken indoor and under well-controlled environment with fixed camera trajectory. For further testing the generalization of PVA-MVSNet, we evaluate our proposed method without any fine-tuning on Tanks and Temples, which is a more complicated outdoor dataset. We utilize multi-view number N = 5, depth plane number D = 192 and image size W × H = 1920 × 1056 for all scenes. The depth range, camera parameters and matching source image pairs are the same as in MVSNet [40] . Our method ranks 1 st among all published deeplearning based methods including Point-MVSNet [3] , R-MVSNet [41] and MVSNet [40] demonstrates the strong generalization of PVA-MVSNet. The reconstructed point clouds are shown in Fig. 8. 
Ablation Studies
In this section, we provide ablation experiments to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the strengths of the key components of our architecture. For following studies, all experiments use the same setting in Sec. 4.1 and are tested on the DTU [1] evaluation dataset in Tab. 2. Besides, we validate different components of our network during training on the validation dataset by the mean absolute error between the estimated depth map and the ground truth depth map as shown in Fig. 9 , which is used for quantitative measurements on the depth map reconstruction.
Self-adaptive View Aggregation As shown in Tab. 2, compared with our baseline method, which is the implementation of MVSNet [40] in PyTorch [23] , Both PixelVA and VoxelVA can improve the results of 3D reconstruction point cloud with a significant improvement, especially on the accuracy of reconstruction quality. Specifically, the VoxelVA provides a 0.064 increase on accuracy, which is better than the PixelVA 0.050 due to the learning variance of the depth wise hypothesis. During training, as shown in Fig. 9 , the depth error on valuation dataset drops significantly, which also demonstrates the efficacy of self-adaptive view aggregation. 
Coarse-to-fine Depth Regression
We replace the original depth estimator in the baseline method with our coarseto-fine depth estimator, denoted as "CTF". As shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 9 , the "CTF" enhances the performance on both depth map estimation and 3D point cloud reconstruction, especially on the completeness quality, which benefits from the aggregation of multi-scale features.
Multi-metric Pyramid Depth Aggregation We consider the influence of multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation quantitatively and qualitatively, which is denoted as "MMP" in Tab. 2 and PVA-MVSNet in Fig. 7 . By utilizing "MMP", both the accuracy and completeness of 3D point cloud reconstruction increase notably by 0.009 and 0.011 respectively. Cast in pyramid multi-scale images, by correcting the mismatched error depths in a higher scale depth map with reliable depth estimations in a lower scale depth map, PVA-MVSNet improves VA-MVSNet by generating more dedicated and complete depth maps, as shown in (e) and (f) in Fig. 7 To better prove the effectiveness of multi-metric depth aggregation with pyramid as input, we directly utilize multimetric depth aggregation on the temporary intermediate multi-scale depth maps in the coarse-to-fine depth regression of VA-MVSNet with one original image as input, where a lower-resolution depth map is warped into 3D features to regress a higher-resolution depth map. The improvement of 3D point cloud by this is very slight and can be ignored, we find out that the intermediate multi-scale pyramid depth maps have similar distribution, because the priors contained in a coarser depth map have already been used for the regression of a finer depth map.
Considering this, our multi-metric depth aggregation with pyramid images as input can efficiently and effectively improve the quality of 3D point cloud.
Runtime and Memory Performance
Given time and memory performance in Tab. 3, all methods are tested on GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. Even if VA-MVSNet runs with biggest memory consumption, but also runs fast at a speed of 0.85s / view with a decent depth reconstruction. Furthermore, unlike PointMVSNet [3] , multiscale pyramid images can be processed independently in parallel. Therefore, with little extra time about 0.1s for multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation, the performance of 3D point cloud reconstruction increases significantly from 0.371 to 0.361 in PVA-MVSNet on DTU [1] dataset.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel pyramid multi-view stereo network with self-adaptive view aggregation. The proposed VA-MVSNet dynamically selects the element-wise feature importance while suppresses the mismatching cost, and regresses a depth map in a coarse-to-fine manner. Cast in multi-scale pyramid images, PVA-MVSNet estimates a refined depth map with multi-metric pyramid depth aggregation for further improving the depth estimation especially on texture-less regions. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method PVA-MVSNet not only establishes a new state-of-the-art on DTU dataset, but also ranks 1 st on Tanks and Temples benchmark without any finetuning compared with other published deep-learning based methods. 
Number of Views Ablation Study
In this section, we investigate the influence of number of views in VA-MVSNet. VA-MVSNet can process an arbitrary number of image views and well leverage the variant importance in different views due to our proposed selfadaptive view aggregation. Our model is trained with the number of views N = 3 and utilizes voxel-wise view aggregation referred to Sec. 3.2. We compare the reconstruction results of our model with the input number of views N = 2, 3, 5, 7 on DTU evaluation dataset. The results, as shown in Tab. 1, demonstrate the reconstruction ability is improved with an increasing number of views and also illustrate the efficacy of our proposed self-adaptive view aggregation module.
Network Architecture
This section describes the network architecture details of VA-MVSNet in Tab. 3. VA-MVSNet consists of feature extractor, differentiable homography warping, self-adaptive view aggregation and coarse-to-fine depth regression. The details of weightnet in pixel-wise view aggregation and weightnet-3d in voxel-wise view aggregation are presented in Tab. 2. VA-MVSNet takes multi-view images as input to estimate depth maps in an end-to-end manner during training and testing, and all layers only require the GPU memory with size linear to the input image resolution.
Reconstruction Results
This section show all the reconstructions results on DTU [1] evaluation dataset in Fig. 1 Table 3 . The details of VA-MVSNet. We denote Conv, Conv3D, DeConv3D as 2D convolutional filter, 3D convolutional filter, 3D deconvolutional filter and use BR to represent the abbreviation of batch normalization and the Relu. + and & represent the element-wise addition operation and concatenation. K, S, F are the kernel size, stride, output channel number respectively. N, H, W, D denote input view number, image height, image height and depth hypothesis number. 
